Cabana Lounge

Seating

The best workplace experiences
are built upon variety, choice, and
autonomy. People need both “me”
and “we” space—destinations for
focus work and interaction. Flexible
floorplans that offer balance to
inspire creativity and support
connections contribute to employee
comfort and well-being.

Cabana Lounge™ is the first sofa system designed
to deliver optimal user performance, comfort,
and design for unique destination spaces in the
office environment. Its flexible space design
enables effective individual and collaborative work,
complemented by a light-scale aesthetic that draws
people in.

Get Away without Going Away
Cabana Lounge lets designers create levels
within a space for a dynamic landscape without
blocking the view for people nearby. Unique
configurations offer different points of focus,
complemented by various elements—seats,
backs, arms, screens, and islands—that create
space division and the destination variety
people need to perform.

The Center of Work is Wherever
You Sit
Born from observing people at work, Cabana
Lounge provides enhanced user comfort and
performance through more personal space and a
smaller footprint. Upright backs and shorter seat
depths promote engaged postures for working
while sofas are appropriately sized for two people
to collaborate.

We Work in the Moment
Cabana Lounge responds to the ever-evolving office landscape
as a sofa system for the temporary moments of work. Its simple,
modular statement of line includes integrated worksurfaces,
embedded power options, visual privacy, and application
flexibility for focused and collaborative work.

Design Choices
Cabana Lounge offers visual comfort through elegant organic
shapes, a mix of materials, and attention to detail. Choose
from our carefully selected palette of textiles to complement
wood surface and cast aluminum leg color options.
Statement of line may vary by global region.

Designed by Patricia Urquiola
Born in Oviedo, Spain, Patricia Urquiola is an award-winning
designer and architect with a studio in Milan. Patricia has
partnered with Haworth since 2013, sharing her innovative
perspective and expertise on product and space design.

Aligning People and Space for
Optimal Performance
Your people, organization, and facilities are at
the center of everything we do. We help create
spaces that solve for your business needs—
resulting in effective people and efficient use of
real estate.
To learn more, visit haworth.com/cabanalounge.
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